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a b s t r a c t 

There has been an increasing interest in understanding how social networks evolve over time. The study 

of network dynamics is often based on modeling the transition of a (small) number of snapshots of the 

network observations. The approach however is not suitable for analyzing networks of event streams 

where edges are constantly changing in frequency, strength, sentiment, or type in real time. 

In this paper, we present a relational event model that directly models interaction rates as a function 

of endogenous and exogenous variables. The effects of these variables are likely to be dynamic over time 

themselves. To properly capture the dynamic nature of the network drivers, we develop a moving window 

approach that can accomodate arbitrarily long memory lengths. We show how Bayes factors and posterior 

model probabilities can be used to quantify the statistical evidence in the data for the existence, direction, 

and relative strength of the network drivers, over time. 

We illustrate the approach by analyzing streams of email messages about innovation activities between 

employees in a consultancy firm. We allow the drivers of these email exchanges to vary over time and 

consider two different memory lengths (60 days versus 150 days). 

The proposed methodology can be used to uncover new insights about interaction dynamics in real time 

event networks. For instance, the illustrative analyses reveal how similarity (in terms of expertise, tenure, 

or geographic location) affects email network dynamics and how this gradually changes over a year. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

There has been an increasing interest in understanding how so-

ial, biological, or information networks evolve [1–15] . An observa-

ion of the network at a specific time t represents a state of the

etwork from which a researcher can meaningfully calculate net-

ork density, centralization, clustering, et cetera. The study of the

ynamics of such networks is typically based on a (small) number

f snapshots of the network. These snapshots are then used to cre-

te models to estimate transition probabilities between states and

o derive statistics that follow from these transition rates or that

an, themselves, drive these transitions. Statistical models for an-

lyzing such networks have become mathematically and compu-
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ationally advanced and flexible to understand complex dynamic

elationships between actors [16–20] . 

In the present study, we will focus on a specific type of

etworks: networks of event streams. Network streams are also

nown as time-ordered networks [21] . These networks are not

necessarily) characterized by stable edges, but consist of edges

hat are constantly activated and terminated in real time. Exam-

les of such networks include networks of email messaging, net-

orks of ball passing during a football match, networks of in-

ormation sharing among police agencies, networks of violent in-

eraction among gangs, networks of ants interacting with each

ther through their antennas, or networks of chimpanzees groom-

ng each other. Such networks are driven by a constant flow of

vents where none of these events by itself characterizes the net-

ork state at any point in time. This is why the statistical mod-

ls mentioned above are not suitable to understand how these dy-

amic networks evolve. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chaos.2018.11.027
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/chaos
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.chaos.2018.11.027&domain=pdf
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The goal of this paper is to present a methodology for analyz-

ing relational event streams to improve understanding of when,

how, and why social interaction behavior changes over time. The

methodology builds on the relational event modeling framework

of Butts [22] , which we extend in several ways. As a first exten-

sion, we propose a moving window technique to investigate how

drivers of relational events (e.g., reciprocity or nodal characteris-

tics) change over time. Because interaction behavior often changes

over time, the best fitting model to explain interaction behavior

will often also vary over time. To get a better understanding of

which model captures the data best at different points in time and

to see how statistical evidence between competing statistical mod-

els changes, we propose to use an approximate Bayes factor. Bayes

factors translate to posterior probabilities that quantify how plau-

sible each model is given a set of competing models at a certain

point in time. This approach results in a simple summary statis-

tic of which model best captures interaction behavior at different

time points, and how much better it does at fitting the data than

competing models. 

The network in the current study consists of employees of a

consultancy firm who send emails about innovation projects and

ideas about innovation activities to each other over the span of an

entire year. At the global level, these messages create an evolv-

ing global network structure of email exchange that reflects how

employees exchange information by email within this organization.

This global structure is driven by the activity of the various nodes

(i.e., employees) within the network, as each employee has indi-

vidual control over when and to whom to send their messages.

As a result, the global dynamics of the email network result from

the local temporal dynamics among the dyads in the network. Vice

versa, the global structure can affect the local dynamics in turn.

Hence, these networks form self-organizing systems of interacting

local and global dynamics [23–30] . This topic fits especially with

the ideas of “complexity matching” and “management of small

teams,” which are two of the core topics in this special issue [31] .

In line with the theme of the special issue, the objective of the

current paper is to propose a statistical approach to analyze how

interactions at a local (i.e., dyadic) level shape interaction dynam-

ics at the global level (i.e., at the level of the firm), and vice versa.

A full-fledged study of the dynamics of the email network in this

firm is beyond the scope of the paper; rather we provide an insight

into some of the drivers of the interaction and illustrate how our

approach can be applied to study temporal dynamics in networks

of relational event streams. 

We organize the paper as follows. In Section 2 the relational

event model is described together with a moving window to cap-

ture network dynamics. Next, the usage of the model is illustrated

using empirical data of email messages in Section 3 . In Section 4 it

is explained how to compute statistical evidence using the Bayes

factor and posterior model probabilities. Section 5 then shows sta-

tistical evidence between competing models changes over time in

the email network. Finally, the paper ends with some concluding

remarks in Section 6 . 

2. Relational event modeling 

The type of network we model is built up by sequences of in-

teractions, called relational events , between a sender and a receiver

at observed points in time. For each email sent, the event includes

who is the sender, who is (are) the receiver(s), and at exactly what

time was the message was. Such events constitute a network of

directional ties. 

This tuple [sender, receiver, time] can easily be extended by in-

cluding additional characteristics of the event—the content type of

the message, its length, its sentiment, et cetera—but here we will

limit ourselves to the tuple [sender, receiver, time]. With current
echnological developments, it is quite easy to collect sequences of

hese relational events. Much interaction in modern society occurs

hrough communication technology (e.g., email) leaving easily har-

estable digital traces about senders, receivers, and timing. Because

hese data contain information about relational events in contin-

ous time, such data can potentially tell us how fast/slow teams

perate, why and when it speeds up or slows down, how the past

ffects the future, and how (quickly) social order evolves. 

Our statistical approach is an extension of the Relational Event

odel (REM) [4,22,32] , which in itself is an extension of a survival

odel with time-varying covariates [33–36] . In the REM frame-

ork, the time until the next relational event is modeled using

n exponential distribution where the rate parameter, denoted by

, is the sum of the rate parameters defined over all possible di-

ected pairs of possible senders and receivers, i.e., 
∑ 

s ′ ,r ′ 
λ( s ′ , r ′ , t ) .

he probability that the next event, after the one that occurred

t time t , occurs between sender s and receiver r is then given

y λ( s,r,t ) ∑ 

s ′ ,r ′ λ( s ′ ,r ′ ,t ) , which follows a multinomial distribution. The rate

arameter of every directed dyad (sender s, receiver r ) at time t

epends on endogenous variables and exogenous variables using

 log linear function and the current time. The endogenous vari-

bles summarize the information of the past event stream up to

 . For an email network, endogenous variables could for instance

nclude the number of messages a particular person has received

ntil t (reflecting whether the person is a popular receiver), the

umber of messages the person sent until t (reflecting whether

 person is an active sender), the proportion of messages from s

o r that are subsequently forwarded to person v (which might

ake it tempting for s to skip sending to r in the future and

end to v directly). Exogenous variables summarize the external

haracteristics that affect network dynamics. Examples include the

ender’s hierarchical level (e.g., low, medium, high), a person’s lo-

ation (e.g., which building), a person’s job type (e.g., consultant,

uditor, support staff), gender (male, female). Exogenous variables

an be vertex-specific (e.g., a person’s hierarchical level) or dyad-

pecific (e.g., the difference in hierarchical level between a sender

nd a receiver). An overview of variables that can drive the rates

t which events occur in event networks is given in [4] . 

For example, if the sending rate of emails within a given di-

ected dyad is assumed to depend on (1) the hierarchical difference

etween sender and receiver (in certain working cultures commu-

ication mainly goes either bottom-up or top-down), (2) whether

ender en receiver work in the same field (two employees who

re both consultants may have a stronger tendency to share in-

ormation than a consultant and a person working in tax), and (3)

hether the sender received information from the receiver in the

ast (reciprocity), the rate function would be modeled as: 

og λ( s, r, t ) = x hierarchical.di f f ( s, r ) × βhierarchical.di f f + x same. f ield ( s, r )

× βsame. f ield + x messages.send ( r, s, t ) × βreciprocity 

here x hierarchical.diff( s, r ) denotes the hierarchical difference be-

ween sender s and receiver r, x same.field ( s, r ) is an indicator of

hether s and r work in the same field, x messages.send ( r, s, t ) is

he total number of messages sent by r to s until time t. When

he parameters have been estimated, βhierarchical.diff, βsame.field , and

reciprocity quantify the relative importance each of these hypoth-

sized drivers of email interaction. For example, a positive value

or βhierarchical.diff implies that employees tend to share informa-

ion with colleagues of higher ranks while a negative value for

hierarchical.diff suggests a tendency for employees to share informa-

ion of lower ranks. 

Contrary to most studies of network dynamics [22,37–41] , we

o not assume that the effects that drive emailing rates remain

onstant over time. For example, reciprocity might drive email

ending throughout the day (when someone receives a request for
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the moving window 

As an example, the graph shows how the popularity of newcomers as receivers changes over time. Events are shown as a “|” along the horizontal time axis. Above the axis, 

three instances of the moving window are shown. The graph at the bottom shows the parameter estimate over time: in the beginning newcomers are less popular receivers 

(negative effect) but over time newcomers become more popular receivers (the effect turns positive). 
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elp, he might feel obliged to respond promptly), but this may not

old during the night or weekends (when people cannot be ex-

ected to read and respond to their work emails quickly). Similarly,

t the onset of new projects, the rate of messages from managers

o subordinates may be high (in order to make sure the project

ets started properly), but once the project is underway email may

tart to be sent at higher rates from subordinates to their man-

gers (reporting their progress) while sending rates of managers to

ubordinates are likely to drop. At the global level, this effectively

hifts activity to other places in the network (once the project has

tarted) and reverses the directionality of the interaction. If we

ere to assume stationarity of the dynamics, such shifts would re-

ain undetected, and an important characteristic of the network

ynamic would be overlooked. 

Therefore, rather than fitting parameters as constant across the

ntire event stream, we propose a moving window technique as

ollows: 

1. Specify a ‘window’ of a certain length. Ideally, the length of the

window should be chosen depending on the temporal nature

of the effects. For example, if one is interested in the dynamic

behavior over months, the window length can be set to one or

two months. 

2. Fit the model for the subset of relational events that took place

in the first period of the window length. 

3. Move the window with a small increment (such that it partly

overlaps with the previous window) and fit the model to this

next subset of relational events. 

4. Repeat step 3 until the last period of relational events has been

analyzed. 

Note that sufficient numbers of events should occur within any

iven window to properly fit the statistical model. When the win-

ow is chosen too small with too few events observed within a

indow, the estimation of the network effects can become unsta-

le. Therefore, window length should depend on the time scale

nd sample size. 

In Fig. 1 the moving window technique in the relational event

odel is illustrated to get an idea of how the popularity of new-
omers as receivers of messages changes over time. Initially, “old-

imers” are the most popular receivers but as time goes by this 

radually shifts to newcomers. This shift can be explained by the

act that it often takes some time before newcomers integrate into

n organization. By investigating how the popularity of newcomers

hanges over time, using the proposed moving window approach

n the relational event model, we get a better understanding of

ow and how fast this integration process occurs in an organiza-

ion. 

. Email network: empirical analysis illustration, part I 

We illustrate the first part of our proposed methodology by

pplying the relational event model to a relational event history

f email messages collected in a large consultancy firm. In par-

icular, these were email messages about innovation projects and

deas about innovation activities. The company extracted the email

essages from the entire body of email messages among its em-

loyees, by automated scanning of the text of the subject header

nd body of each email message and categorizing whether it was

bout “innovation.” The messages were then anonymized, and we

btained the event stream of these innovation-related email mes-

ages. Also, we received some high-level information about the in-

ividuals, such as location, department, expertise, and tenure. In

ddition, we were provided with some information about events in

he organization and the undertaking of several innovation-related

rojects. We use this information in our interpretation of some of

he effects below. 

The firm was particularly interested how its employees com-

unicated (if at all) about innovation because the firm wanted

o stimulate innovation in the firm and this was a topic that was

uite low on the minds of the firm’s employees. Hence, it was of

reat relevance to the organization to know where in the firm’s

etwork innovation tended to be on the agenda and how they

ould understand where and when its employees would discuss in-

ovation. The relational event network that is analyzed here con-

isted of the 70 most active employees sending 2081 innovation-

elated messages among each other over the course of a year. Idle
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Table 1 

First six relational events of the consultancy email 

data. The dates are formatted as mm/dd/yyyy. 

Sender Receiver Date Time 

1 7 01/06/2010 07:13:13 

1 2 01/06/2010 07:13:53 

1 7 01/06/2010 09:10:02 

1 2 01/06/2010 09:11:32 

8 12 01/07/2010 13:42:21 

8 11 01/07/2010 13:43:71 
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periods, such as midnight hours, were discarded from the data.

Table 1 displays the first six relational events. Fig. 2 contains sev-

eral descriptive statistics of the data: the tenure of the employees,

the distribution of the employees over the six divisions, the hier-

archical position of employees on a 1 (e.g., “secretary”) to 4 (e.g.,

“firm partner”) scale, the employee distribution over their six dif-

ferent building locations, the distribution of the hierarchical dif-

ference, and the number of messages sent each month. To get an

initial idea about the interaction structure between the employees

and how this changes over the months in the year, Fig. 3 shows ag-

gregated networks where the thickness of the lines is proportional

to the number of messages sent between employees. Nodes have

different shapes, sizes, filled colors, and colored lines to reflect the

different buildings the employees work at, their hierarchical po-

sitions, the divisions they work at, and whether they have less

than four years of tenure or not, respectively. The figure gives an

initial idea of how the communication structures about innovation-

related topics gradually change over the year. It is common to de-

pict longitudinal networks by a series of plots of subsequent time

periods. The figure shows that the communication is dynamic, but

it does not make clear exactly how the network changes, how fast

it changes, and what the drivers are that explain why some parts

of the network are more dynamic than others. Especially when the

network data consist of streams of continuous events in real-time,

collapsing data into a series of (arbitrary) intervals does not un-

cover the real dynamics underlying the network. This is also one of

the reasons why the relational event approach is better fit for con-

tinuous time event data in networks than alternative approaches

to modeling networks over time, such as the stochastic actor-

oriented approach of Siena [16,17,42] or temporal versions (TERGM,

STERGM) of the ERGM model [43] . The Siena and (S)TERGM mod-

els consider a series of observations of the network, such as the

12 we have plotted here, and models how the network changes

from one month to the next. Since we are dealing with networked

events that flow continuously, timed by the second, these models

are not applicable to this type of data and event-based (rather than

state-based) network models are required. 

In the relational event model we fit here, we model the rate at

which vertex s sends an innovative email to vertex r at time t as a

log-linear function of: 

• the hierarchical difference between sender and receiver (calcu-

lated as the hierarchical level of the receiver minus the level of

the sender); 
• whether the sender and receiver work in the same building

(1 = yes, 0 = no); 
• whether the sender and receiver work in the same division

(1 = yes, 0 = no); 
• the hierarchical level of the sender (multiple levels on a linear

scale); 
• whether the sender is considered an “old-timer” (i.e., someone

who has worked at least four years at the company; 1 = yes,

0 = no); 
• whether receiver is considered a “old-timer” (0 = yes, 1 = no); 
• how recently the sender sent his last message (days) 
• how many messages the sender received from the receiver in

the past (number); 
• how many messages the sender has received from others than

the current recipient (this represents someone’s bridging be-

havior; number). 

Table 2 includes the full list of the statistics and their defi-

itions which were based on [4,22,35] . Maximum likelihood es-

imates and standard errors were obtained using the ‘coxph’-

unction in the R-package ‘survival’ [44,45] . 

When predicting the future by taking into account the past, it

s important to consider how long the relevant past is likely to

e. When actors in the network operate on short memories and

end to only respond to fairly recent events, the history to be in-

luded in the model should be equally short. In real-life cases, it

s rarely known for how long a sent email message might affect

uture emailing rates. Therefore, we fitted the moving model sep-

rately for a history length of 60 days, to investigate short-term

ynamics, and 150 days, to investigate long-term dynamics. In the

horter history, the current emailing rate from s to r only takes

nto account the emails that were sent and received in the network

ithin the past 60 days. When operating under longer history,

mail exchanges of the past 150 days (approximately 5 months)

atter. This allows us to analyze how the dynamics are affected

y short-term or longer-term histories. Of course, other lengths

ould be considered as well (e.g., see [46] ). Unfortunately, there

s virtually no literature to inform a theory-based choice for which

istory-lengths to consider and any choice would be, to some ex-

ent, arbitrary. Since we have a year of data, memory lengths of

uch more than 150 days (which is almost half a year) would not

e useful. The shorter the period considered, the lower number of

vents that would occur in it, which affects the feasibility of fitting

 model that contains a large set of variables. Our 60-day inter-

al generated windows with sufficient numbers of events for the

odels to be stable. 

Fig. 4 shows the findings from the model, for the 60-days mem-

ry. On the horizontal axis, the months along the year are shown.

he first time point contains the days of January and February,

ince this is the first point during the year that a 60-day history

s available. Fig. 5 shows the same results for a 150-day mem-

ry. The top row of Fig. 4 shows dyadic characteristics of the

ender → receiver dyad. Top-left shows the effect of the hierarchi-

al difference between sender and receiver. Overall, the effect is

ositive throughout the year: rates of sending from s to r increase

s the receiver has a higher hierarchical level than the sender. In

ther words: email messages regarding innovation tend to be sent

p the hierarchy at higher rates then messages sent down the

ierarchy. This effect increases at the beginning of the year and

lightly decreases during the Summer period when the rates of

mails are less dominated by hierarchically upward travel. An im-

ortant issue in many large consulting firms is how to distribute

he consultants across the consulting firm’s offices. Communica-

ion theory suggests that communication between people can be

trongly driven by physical proximity between them, especially for

nnovation-related communication [47–51] . However, consultants

erform much of their work on the premises of external clients.

ence, it can be argued that the communication patterns of the

onsultants should not be affected so much by the location of their

fficial office location. In line with this, the variable “same build-

ng” shows a positive effect around the summer months (when

hese consultants tend to be more in their own offices) and is

egligible in the beginning and end of the year (showing that

he consultants no longer favor communication with same-building

olleagues). Simultaneously, employees of the firm tend to send

mails at considerably higher rates to colleagues of the same di-

ision, compared to cross-division communication. In other words,
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Fig. 2. Descriptive statistics of the empirical data. Regarding the number of years employed, 50% of the 70 employees had 4 + years of tenure (“oldtimers”). 
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cross the year expertise (cognitive) proximity is a stronger and

ore consistent driver of email events than geographic proximity.

verall, there is some variation across the year, and the dynam-

cs tend to change in the summer months and at the beginning

nd end of the year. The rate at which messages are sent to a re-

eiver in the same building is, overall, only about 10% higher than

he rate of message-sending to receivers in another building; be-
ng in the same division on average multiplies the email rate ap-

roximately fivefold. These effects are additive, so a dyad in which

he receiver has a higher hierarchical level than the sender and

oth belong to the same division has a higher rate than a same-

ivision same-level dyad. A relational event network approach

an easily accommodate such heterogeneous communication 

ates. 
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Fig. 3. Aggregated networks over different months. An oldtimer (newcomer) is an employee having 4 + (less than 4) years of tenure. 
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The middle rows of Figs. 4 and 5 show the effects of the

actor-specific characteristics (rather than dyad-level characteris-

tics). The left figures show that rates tend to be lower as the

hierarchical position of the sender increases, during the spring

and fall. In the summer and winter of this year, hierarchy did

not make a difference in sending rate. This is an interesting find-

ing, as it shows how the organization responded to new innova-

tive projects. While there are always new projects starting or old

project ending at any point during the year somewhere in the or-

ganization, two innovation projects started that addressed the or-

ganization as a whole: one started at the beginning of May, an-

other in the second half of November. Even though these projects

were a lot smaller than most of the typical projects that occurred

throughout the entire year across the organization, they triggered

an atypical interaction pattern. Whereas innovation-related emails
ended to be sent mostly by lower-hierarchy employees during

he “regular” parts of the year, the start of these small innova-

ion projects triggered high rates of interaction by those higher

p the hierarchy; this makes higher-hierarchy employees gradually

ore dominant in the interaction. Perhaps even more interesting

s that these projects took many months, but the higher-hierarchy-

mployee dominance only lasted for a while; the interaction net-

ork reverted to favoring lower-hierarchy-employee as senders

f innovation-related messages before the innovation project was

ven halfway. When only a short memory is considered ( Fig. 4 ),

he response of the interaction patterns to these small-scale in-

erventions show clearly. When longer histories are used to ex-

lain the rates, the results emphasize the routine of lower-

ierarchy employees dominating email sending throughout the

ear. 
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Table 2 

Overview of statistics and corresponding effects in the relational event model of the empirical application. 

Statistic Effect 

Hierarchical level of the sender is measured on a scale of 1 to 4 (i.e., a secretary 

has level 1, and a partner has level 4). 

βhierarchy.sender : A positive (negative) effect implies that employees with a high 

hierarchical level are more (less) active senders. 

Hierarchical difference between sender s and receiver r is the hierarchical level of 

r minus the hierarchical level of s . 

βhierarchical.diff: Positive (negative) effect implies that sending rates increase 

(decrease) as receivers have a higher hierarchical level. 

Same building indicates whether the sender and receiver work in the same 

building (1 = same building; 0 = different buildings). 

βsame.building : A positive (negative) effect implies sending rates increase 

(decrease) as receivers reside in the same building as the sender. A zero effect 

means that being in the same building does not affect emailing rates. 

Same division indicates whether the sender and receiver work in the same 

division (e.g., consultancy, tax, audit) (1 = same division; 0 = different divisions). 

βsame.division : A positive (negative) effect implies sending rates increase 

(decrease) as receivers are a member of the same division as the sender. A 

zero effect means that membership of the same division does not affect 

emailing rates. 

Sender with 4 + years tenure indicates whether the sender has worked at least 

four years at the company (at the beginning of the year). 

βsender.middle.tenure : A positive (negative) effect implies that employees who have 

worked at least 4 years at the company have higher (lower) message-sending 

rates. 

Receiver with max three years tenure indicates whether the receiver has worked 

less than four years at the company (at the beginning of the year). 

β receiver.begin.tenure : A positive (negative) effect implies that employees who have 

worked between 0 and 3 years at the company are (un)popular receivers. 

Recency is a dyadic statistic quantifying how recent a sender s sent a message in 

the past. It is computed as 1 
t(s )+1 

[22] . 

β recency.send : A positive (negative) effect implies that sending rates increase 

(decrease) the more recent an employee had sent their last message. 

Reciprocity is a dyadic statistic quantifying how many messages a receiver r sent 

to the sender s in the past. It is computed as log ( # messages ( r,s,t )+1 
N t + n ( n −1 ) 

) , where N t is the 

number of messages sent until time t , and n is the number of nodes [22] . 

β reciprocity : A positive (negative) effect implies that senders have higher (lower) 

rates of sending messages to receivers from whom they received more 

messages in the past. 

Bridging is a dyadic statistic quantifying how many messages the sender received 

from other nodes than the receiver r in the past. It is computed as 

log ( # messages ( not( r) ,s,t )+1 
N t + n ( n −1 ) 

) , where N t is the number of messages sent until time t , and 

n is the number of nodes [22] . 

βbridging : A positive effect implies that senders have a higher rate of redirecting 

a conversation to employees who did not send messages to the sender in the 

past. A negative effect implies higher rates of sending to those the sender 

received past messages from. 
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An interesting dynamic in the firm considers the role of tenure.

e found clear indications of different roles between the so-called

newcomers” (those who had been in the firm less than four

ears at the beginning of the year) compared to the “old-timers”

those with tenures of four years or more). The middle and right

igs. 4 and 5 show these effects. Those newcomers showed higher

ates of sending innovation-related emails than the old-timers. This

s in line with the suggestion in the literature that increased tenure

ends to make employees less innovative and more prone to main-

ain their routines. During the year, the relative prominence of

ewcomers over old-timers gradually decreases, which is partly

ue to newcomers gaining tenure and slowing down their inno-

ative pace. We find a related effect concerning whom is on the

eceiving end of the innovation-related email. At the beginning of

he year, the tenure effect is not (short-term) or barely (long-term)

tatistically significant, while at the end of the year newcomers

tart to receive email at higher rates than the old-timers. The ef-

ects are not strong, but do show a consistent story across the ob-

ervation year. Together these results show that newer employees

re more active in discussing innovation than older employees and

his effect diminishes as employees become more established in

he firm. 

Interestingly, although newer employees may be more suited

o think outside-the-box and be active in communicating about it,

hey are not considered particularly worthy receivers of such in-

eraction. As their tenure increases during the year, the newer em-

loyees tend to receive more innovation messages. In addition to

ncreased tenure, it is also possible that new (innovative) projects

ncreasingly involved younger employees throughout the year, but

e do not have the data to test this. Overall, the analysis shows

hat hierarchy (here regarding organizational tenure) plays a role

n explaining and modeling heterogeneity in interaction rates over

ime in a network. 

The bottom row of Figs. 4 and 5 focuses on drivers of email in-

ensity at the level of the network as a whole. The most common

ariable used in network research is that of reciprocity. The 150-

ay memory results indicate that there is a norm of reciprocity

n the firm that makes people take into account from whom

hey received messages. Faster responses are given to senders
he more the employee had received innovation-related messages

rom them in the past. Note, however, that the estimates for

he short memory windows have very wide confidence bounds

n the first half of the year, which is due to the lower num-

er of events present in those short memory windows. For the

ong memory window, the effect is positive and statistically sig-

ificant for most of the year. On average, the more messages s

as received from r in the past, the faster s will respond to r

ext. 

The “bridging” statistic captures the extent to which an em-

loyee tends to send messages to those from whom he did not re-

ently receive messages. This reflects “handing off” behavior, where

he receiver of a message next spreads the ideas to others in the

rganization. In both Figs. 4 and 5 , this effect is consistently neg-

tive (and statistically significant): messages are sent at higher

ates those employees recently received messages from, rather

han introducing additional partners into the conversation. Ceteris

aribus, this type of behavior can induce the forming of cohe-

ive subgroups where people keep favoring communication among

ach other, rather than being tempted to turn around and engage

thers into the discussion who are not part of their subgroup. This

ffect is quite strong, especially for organizational members oper-

ting under short memories. As innovation was put more promi-

ently on the agenda by the management of the organization

hroughout the year, this tendency reduced but did remain. This

akes it harder for innovative ideas to spread quickly throughout

he organization; instead, they tend to keep trapped within cohe-

ive sets of actors. 

As is common in many human systems, the actors in the email

etwork seem to have adopted an emailing routine. The bottom-

eft figures show that, at time t , those who sent a message shortly

efore time t will sooner send the next message than those who

ad sent their last message longer ago. In other words, the more

ecent the last email sending activity, the quicker the next message

s sent; the more distant their last emailing activity, the longer it

ill take until they send their next message. Regarding email send-

ng, this shows that the employees tend to keep doing what they

id recently. This measure of routine was quite strong and quite

table over the entire observation period. 
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Fig. 4. Estimated network effects over time using a moving window of 60 days 

The dashed lines represent 95%-confidence bounds. 
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4. Quantifying statistical evidence 

Although the parameters of the statistical model were all fit-

ted simultaneously, the discussion above interprets each statistic

separately, conditional on the effects of all the others. In order to

more fully understand the dynamics of the event model and/or to

test theoretically interesting hypotheses, we need to go beyond the

statistical significance of each statistic (and its fitted effect size);
ather, we want to determine exactly how much evidence there is

n the data for each statistic. The “Bayes factor,” a Bayesian statis-

ical quantity, is well-suited for this purpose as the Bayes factor is

 quantification of relative statistical evidence between competing

tatistical models [52,53] . Bayes factors have several useful proper-

ies that are not shared by classical p -values [54] . Most importantly

or our purpose, Bayes factors can be used to quantify relative ev-

dence in favor of one model versus another. For example, a Bayes
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Fig. 5. Estimated network effects over time using a moving window of 150 days. 

The dashed lines represent 95%-confidence bounds. 
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actor of 10 for a model M 0 against a model M 1 means that it is 10

imes more plausible that model M 0 is the data-generating model

han model M 1 . Classical p -values, on the other hand, cannot quan-

ify the evidence in favor of a null model; they can only be used

o falsify the null model. 

By design, it is straightforward to use Bayes factors to test mul-

iple competing statistical models against one another simultane-

usly. These models can be quite complex and can even contain
xpectations regarding the ordering of the relative effects in the

odel [55] . This allows us to draw statistical conclusions about

omplex interactions of the variables that drive interaction rates

n the event network. 

As an example of this approach, we consider how one could

est the order of the strength of the effect of various kinds of sim-

larity on the email interaction rates. Research has shown that ex-

erienced cognitive similarity affects interpersonal communication, 
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but it has also been shown that there are multiple bases of simi-

larity (more commonly called “homophily” in social network re-

search) that need not all affect communication equally (e.g., [56–

60] ). Above, we found that the hierarchical level of the sender af-

fects the email-sending rate negatively and that email rates in-

crease when sender and receiver are members of the same divi-

sion and when they are located in the same building. Suppose we

are interested in testing which effect is the largest (and which the

second-largest). Also, we do not want to assume that this order-

ing is constant over time: for example, it could be that there are

parts of the year in which residence in the same building mat-

ters more than division membership (e.g., if organizational activ-

ities are organized that focus on innovating the building people

work in). In our example, we formulate five competing models

that we test against each other simultaneously, at each point in

time throughout the observation period (using the same windows

of data that we used above). Our baseline model assumes that the

effects of hierarchical similarity, geographic similarity (same build-

ing), and expertise similarity (same division) are equal. We ex-

pect that innovation-related communication is most likely to oc-

cur among employees who perform similar work and have similar

types of expertise; these tend to work in the same division (e.g.,

consulting, tax, or audit). We have less clear expectation regarding

the effect of being located in the same building or occupying sim-

ilar hierarchical (status) positions. Therefore, next to the baseline

model, we include the following three competing models as well

as a complementary model, denoted by M c , 

M 0 : βsame.di v ision = βsame.hierarchical .l e v el = βsame.building 

M 1 : βsame.di v ision > βsame.hierarchical .l e v el = βsame.building 

M 2 : βsame.di v ision > βsame.hierarchical .l e v el > βsame.building 

M 3 : βsame.di v ision > βsame.building > βsame.hierarchical .l e v el . 

M c : none of the abov e models. 

The complementary model covers all other possible combina-

tions of constraints on these effects, and therefore it serves as a

check to see whether the presumed models M 0 ,…, M 3 receive any

fair amount of evidence from the data. Also, if there is consider-

able evidence for M c , this would suggest that there are relevant

models that are not included in M 0 ,…, M 3 that should be consid-

ered as well. 

Whereas the interpretation of the Bayes factors themselves is

insightful in itself, Bayes factors can also be translated to poste-

rior model probabilities ( [61] ). Posterior model probabilities quan-

tify how likely it is for each model to have generated the data

given all models under consideration. These probabilities give a di-

rect answer to the research question of which model is most likely

to be true given the data and to what degree. Because of this intu-

itive interpretation, below we will report posterior model probabil-

ities instead of Bayes factors themselves (the conclusions based on

both methods would be equivalent). In particular, we calculate the

posterior model probabilities based on the “default Bayes factor”

approach of [62] . This approach requires only the maximum likeli-

hood estimates and estimated error covariance matrices. Using this

technique with the moving window we can see how statistical ev-

idence between hypotheses or theories changes in real time. 

5. Email network: empirical analysis illustration, part II 

We first illustrate the Bayes factor approach by focusing on the

effect of being located in the same building. The empirical results

from Section 3 show that co-location does not seem to have a
trong effect on interacting with innovation-related matters. We

lso found that the effects are dynamic over time and that co-

ocation mattered mainly during the summer period. The Bayes

actor approach enables us to investigate exactly when the effect

f being a newcomer switches between neutral (i.e., it has no ef-

ect), positive (being in the same building increases emailing rates),

nd negative (being residents of the same building lowers emailing

ates). We do this by formulating the three respective models: 

 0 : β = 0 

 1 : β < 0 

 2 : β > 0 , 

ith β representing the effect of sender and receiver being located

n the same building. The results are shown in Fig. 6 where the y-

xes contain the posterior model probabilities of each model, for

oth memory lengths. 

For the shorter memory length between February and April,

ost posterior probability represents no effect of being in the

ame building. As the Summer months come closer, the probabil-

ties of “no effect” and “positive effect” move closer to each other

nd around the middle of May the “positive effect” becomes a

ore likely driver of email rates than “no effect.” Throughout, the

robability of the hypothesis that being in the same building de-

reases email exchange being correct remains very close to zero,

xcept for January and December. After the Summer, from Septem-

er on, the probability that being in the same building is the cor-

ect hypothesis drops sharply and and the evidence for the three

ypotheses gradually becomes similar as in the beginning of the

ear.. The longer memory lengths show the same dynamic, but a

it more pronounced. 

These figures are useful to show how the direction of effects al-

ernate, to recognize criticality in the event network [31] , to model

hen and why switches of the direction of effects occur. For exam-

le, we can get a better understanding of how the integration pro-

ess in organizations occurs by investigating the network effects of

mployees who are dispersed or co-located. 

Next, we extend the analysis by computing the statistical evi-

ence of the five models formulated in Section 4 about the relative

mportance of sender and receiver similarity in location, expertise,

nd hierarchical level. This analysis allows a researcher to draw

onclusions regarding the evolution of the relative likelihood of

ultiple effects simultaneously. Fig. 7 shows the posterior model

robabilities. Two models strongly outperform the other three con-

istently: models 1 and 2. Both of these models state that the ef-

ect of being in the same division is larger than the other two ef-

ects. The sum of the probabilities of these two models tends to

e over 0.8 across the entire year, approaching 1.0 at many time

oints. When two employees are assigned to the same division,

heir innovation communication rate is more strongly driven by

heir shared affiliation than by being geographically proximate or

ccupying the same hierarchical level. It is also clear that models

 and 2 compete for prominence. The positive effect of hierarchi-

al similarity does not always outweigh that of similarity in ge-

graphic location. When a 60-day memory is assumed, the mod-

ls alternate in importance, with a clear winner at each point in

ime—just not a clear winner throughout. For the longer memory

nalysis, Fig. 7 shows that there are two points in time (around

id-April and mid-June) where the models come close, and the

ystem can go either way. At the first time point, around mid-April,

he effect of hierarchal similarity starts to quickly outweigh simi-

arity in location, giving model 2 a higher probability than model

. Another point of criticality occurs around mid-June after which

tatus hierarchy continues its prominence over location. It is im-

ortant to note that the complement model M c consistently has a
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Fig. 6. Trends of posterior probabilities of working in the same building 

Trends of posterior probabilities of no effect (solid line) versus a negative effect (dashed line) versus a positive effect (dotted line) of residing in the same building on 

receiving for a moving window of 60 days (upper panel) and 150 days (lower panel). 

Fig. 7. Trends of posterior probabilities between multiple competing models 

The lines represent the posterior probabilities of statistical models assuming different orderings of the importance of similarity in division, hierarchy, and building of sender 

and receiver, for a moving window of 60 days (left panel) and 150 days (right panel). 
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osterior model probability of almost zero. This probability is the

osterior probability for all of the possible models together that

re not part of M 0 , . . . , M 3 . This means that there is no further

odel that needs to be considered, besides the ones that are al-

eady taken into account. 
Overall, regarding similarity, the results are resounding in the

ominance of expertise similarity and show that geographic simi-

arity, despite the many studies in the literature (e.g., [59,63–67] )

uggesting a strong positive effect, does matter, but only in third

lace after similarity in expertise and hierarchy. 
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6. Concluding remarks 

This paper shows how time-sensitive social network interaction

streams can be analyzed using a dynamic relational event model

with a moving window technique. By setting the window length

to a short period we can zoom in on the drivers of the interaction

process when the network members are assumed to only respond

to recent interaction history and by setting the window length to

a larger period we can see the effects of them operating under

longer memory of past interaction [4] . A Bayes factor procedure

was proposed to investigate how statistical evidence between mul-

tiple theories evolves. This procedure can aid the development of

time-sensitive theory on social network dynamics, which are cur-

rently underdeveloped in the literature [4–7,68–70] . 

The methodology was illustrated using an event history of

email messages between colleagues in a large consultancy firm.

The analysis showed how exogenous drivers, such as whether

sender and receiver work in the same division, have similar hi-

erarchical levels, or work in the same location, affect the inter-

action process. We observed that the importance of these drivers

could change substantially over time. The methodology can un-

cover points of criticality of the interaction system [31] and shows

which variables play a role in this. Also, findings of this type of

study are vital in the effective design of interaction networks. For

example, managers of innovative teams who want to stimulate

knowledge-sharing might be less concerned with putting project

members in the same building but should be more concerned with

the effects of hierarchy and cognitive and task similarity. More

studies are needed to draw more definite conclusions, but findings

of the real-time development and drivers of communication in sys-

tems of real people are very scarce and are vital to inform future

time-sensitive theories. 

For future research, it would be useful to extend the model by

assuming dynamic network drivers using auto-regressive models

or state-space models. This allows us to directly model the dy-

namic nature of the network drivers in real time. Such an approach

is also likely to result in more stable estimates, particularly for

short-term effects. Depending on the scale of the dynamic behav-

ior, the effects can be modeled to change either every day, every

week, every month or over longer periods. To fit such a dynamic

model, classical methods [71] or Bayesian methods [72] could be

considered. The Bayesian approach may be particularly suitable

due to the natural updating of the dynamic model when observ-

ing new observations using Bayes’ theorem. The challenge of this

extension would be to develop efficient estimation algorithms for

fitting and updating the model. In a Bayesian framework, Markov

chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques may be too slow for this

purpose. Alternatively, sequential Monte Carlo techniques [73] may

be a promising approach for these dynamic relational event mod-

els. 
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